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Burkett Enterprises, Inc.
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Safety Awards Banquet

Zack Burkett, III

Libby Burkett and

Debbie & Jim Burkett

Ashley Burkett

Emery Burkett Blanton & Chris Blanton
& Kathy May

Mertice Barner & Anita Cutburth

Pat Odom & Anita Cutburth

Robert Rozela, Derrell Campbell &
Randy Kellar –5 year no lost time

Guadalupe Cardenas -20 Years no lost time

“Guess the Rocks” Winner -

Nativadad Navarrette & Jean
Hester - 10 years no lost time

Rickie Kelley –25 Years no
lost time

Bob Clark - Winner $500 Gift Card

Luciano Abreu-Gonzalez

Paul Boucher—$250 gift card winner

Mike Venzor-Longest Years of Service

A MESSAGE FROM ZACK BURKETT, III
PRESIDENT:
“Where’s the Money?”
Ever heard that? That is the big question thundering through the halls of the state capitol building in Austin these days. The looming budget deficit in Texas is bringing ALL
state agencies under intense scrutiny as our legislature tries to come to grips with the
budget shortfall, and our primary customer, TxDOT, is no exception
Fortunately, TxDOT enjoys a level of dedicated funds generated by the state motor fuels
tax. Unfortunately, this tax (a “user fee”… if you drive on the highways, you buy motor
fuel, and the tax you pay on gas or diesel goes to building and maintaining our highway
system) is a flat rate tax and hasn’t been raised since the early 1990’s, and there is no sentiment in Austin to raise ANY
taxes. Due to inflation, the buying power of the motor fuels tax has declined considerably in the last 20 years.
Our industry, through the AGC of Texas, has been working overtime to bring this to the attention of the legislature, in
hopes getting our elected officials to address the critical funding shortfall in the highway fund. Senator Robert Nichols
has introduced a bill, SB 532, which would be a good start. This bill would impose no new taxes but simply dedicate the
existing sales tax on vehicles to the highway fund. Per Nichols’ bill, this tax would gradually be shifted over to the highway fund over the next 12 years. Although it would not bring any quick relief to the funding shortfall, it would help ensure the future of our highways and our industry.
I strongly encourage you to contact your state representative and state senator and ask for their support of
SB 532.
Along with this bill, Senator Nichols has introduced SJR 22, which, if approved by the voters next fall, would constitutionally dedicate this vehicle tax to the highway fund. Encourage your representative and senator to also support
SJR 22.
If you don’t know who your senator or representative are, give me a call and we will figure it out.

Safety - The Road to Success
By Jeff Oliver, Safety Manager
We recently held our annual Safety Boot Camp. I hope that you were able to take
something from it that will help you be safe in the future. We don’t just have them
because it’s that time of year again. We have them because we truly want a safe work
environment and because most of all we want you to go home safely to your family. If
you have any suggestions for future topics that you think of just let your supervisor or
myself know. We want you to learn something at each one that we hold that you can
take into the field with you.
A large number of injuries each year center around hand injuries. I want to take a moment to share of few hints that
might help us prevent these. Gloves are the first line of protection for your hands. Below are a few things to consider
when deciding what type of gloves to use for the job that you are performing.
1). Have a complete and accurate description of the job that you are about to perform.
2). Indentify the types of hazards that are going to require protection. Are you working with chemicals?
cut or burned?

Can you get

3). Flexibility and touch sensitivity needed for the job. This will help you decide the thickness of the gloves that you need.
You should also consider whether you need gloves with texture or a nonslip coating on them.
4). If you are dealing with chemicals make sure that you know how fast it can deteriorate the gloves and that you check
them before each use to make sure that there is plenty of protection left on the gloves surface.
5). Check the type of contact that the task is going to be. Are you just going to have occasional contact, splashes, or are
your hands going to be immersed? Do you need gloves that cover only your hands and wrists or do they need to come further up your arm?
6). Get the right size glove. Wearing a glove that is too small or too big can cause you not to have a good grip on whatever
you are trying to protect yourself from.

Equal Employment Opportunity - Jean Hester
BELIEF IS ALL YOU NEED
A man was lost while driving through the country. As he tried to read a
map, he accidentally drove off the road in a ditch. Though he wasn’t injured, his car was stuck deep in the mud. So the man walked to a nearby
farm to ask for help.
“Warwick can get you out of that ditch,” said the farmer, pointing to an old
mule standing in a field. The man looked at the haggardly mule and
looked at the farmer who just stood there repeating, “Yep, old Warwick can do the job.” The
man figured he had nothing to lose. The two men and Warwick made their way back to the
ditch.
The farmer hitched the mule to the car. With a snap of the reins he shouted, “Pull Fred! Pull,
Jack! Pull, Ted! Pull, Warwick!” And the mule pulled the car from the ditch with very little
effort.
The man was amazed. He thanked the farmer, patted the mule and asked, “Why did you call
out all of those other names before you called Warwick?”
The farmer grinned and said, “Old Warwick is just about blind. As long as he believes he’s part
of a team, he doesn’t mind pulling.”
We are all part of a team, whether it is Zack Burkett Co., family, church or school. We all need
to pull to help our team.
JEAN HESTER-EEO OFFICER
P. O. BOX 40
GRAHAM, TX 76450
PH: 940-549-0436

Burkett Companies Purchase P & S Stone in Jacksboro
Zack Burkett Co. has added a fourth quarry to their operation
with the purchase of P & S Stone in Jacksboro, Texas.
The quarry was already registered as the “Springfield Quarry”,
and we elected to continue that name. The operation of the new
quarry is under the direction of Mark Ellis and Buddy Clutts
and their able army of workers. We thought Mark and Buddy
were spread thin before, just try finding one of them now!

